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What is the Temporary
Transformation Payment?

At times the National Disability Insurance

Agency              may change these costs to

make sure you get the support you need.

(NDIA)

Every year your National Disability Insurance

Scheme              Package is looked at to see

what your supports cost you.

(NDIS) 

On                        the NDIA added a new

cost called the Temporary Transformation

Payment also known as 

1st July 2019 

TTP
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The       does not cost you any money as it is

paid for by the 

TTP

NDIS

The           pays this directly to your service

provider, such as Accuro Homecare

NDIS

This means you                               of the same

supports as you did before

can still have all

The       allows service providers, such as

Accuro Homecare, to continue to give you 

TTP

the best quality care
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How does the TTP work?

The          pays for the       in NDIS TTP 2 different ways

                                             your money

has already been increased. 

You do        need to do anything.

If you started your NDIS Participant

Plan before 1st July 2019,

not

                                          you can ask

for more money from the 

Your Coordinator of Supports             

 can help you with this.

If you started your NDIS Participant

Plan after 1st July 2019,

NDIA.

(COS)

OR
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If you are running                             in your 

                  to pay for supports, or need to

apply for more, your           can help you

low on money

COS

NDIS plan

If you do not want to pay for the        you

have the                             another service

provider.

TTP

right to choose

If you have any questions you can speak

with your           or contact the COS NDIA.
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Contact UsContact UsContact Us

If you or your carer have any further questions we

would be happy to assist. 

Phone: 1300 554 983

Email: info@accurohomecare.com

Post: PO Box 403 The Entrance NSW 2261

 

Our office hours are 

Monday - Friday 8:30am - 5:00pm

Follow us on social media to keep up to date with our

organisation, the local community and other important events


